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Composition 

Top and square bottom made from particleboard panels (40 mm-1 

³⁷̷₆₄” thick) veneered in wood grain. 

Support elements in ultra-clear tempered glass, 4 sides, glossy 

edge (12 mm - 0¹⁵̷₃₂”thick). This is considered to be safety glass as, 

in addition to be robust, it shatters into small, rounded and 

therefore less dangerous pieces should it break. These 

characteristics are given by the thermal treatment process the 

glass undergoes to harden it. During processing, the material is 

heated to a high temperature and then quickly cooled using jets of 

air. This makes it robust and gives it good hold.

Finishes

Knotted Oak 

Black Cypress

Grey Cypress

Natural “Briccola”

Black “Briccola” 

In the “Briccola” finish, the edges and bottom parts of the tops 

always come in Knotted Oak

Dimensions (mm)

Small W.800 D.800 H.300 

Large W.1000 D.1000 H.300

Dimensions (inch)

Small W.31¹̷₂ D.31¹̷₂ H.11¹³̷₁₆

Large W.39³̷₈ D.39³̷₈ H.11¹³̷₁₆

TOLERANCE Differences between the colours, materials and finishes shown in the catalogue and samples and those on the finished Products are not

considered defects. Any differences with respect to the sample collection should not be considered defects but rather virtues that make each and every piece

entirely unique and original. Claims are not generally accepted for differences in quality owing to the nature of the material itself. 

MAINTENANCE Consult the Product Sheets of the individual materials.As a general rule, avoid putting the furniture near sources of heat or humidity. Clean it

using a soft, dry cloth. All parts of the furniture must always be kept dry. Do not use steel wool, wire brushes, or any other abrasive product or products

containing alcohol or solvents (acetone, trichloroethylene or ammonia). Otherwise, no liability for any damage caused by incorrect cleaning or maintenance

shall be accepted.

These values are given in good faith but are merely indicative; they are not in any way binding. 

The use of the product must be considered according to what you want to create. No liability is accepted for inappropriate use. 

Any discrepancies with the price list currently in force cannot be cause for complaint.
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091 Trasparente

101 Natural 

“Briccola”

102 Black 

“Briccola” 

103 Black 

Cypress

104 Grey 

Cypress

110 Knotted Oak

Support elements finishes
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Ultra-clear tempered glass top, 4 sides, glossy edge  

Top finishes

Wood

Due to differences between monitors and colour balances, the images cannot be considered a faithful representation of the actual finishes. 

Please request a sample before ordering.  
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